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Sex and the Closet 
 

Every woman wants one, and now Carrie Bradshaw has got one. And yes – 
it is, in fact, BIG. 

 
It’s her walk-in closet. 

 
CHICAGO, IL., June 3, 2008  - So now that she’s got a solution beyond stashing 
sweaters in the oven, just how might this Manolo maven best organize and store 
her plethora of fashion finds?  And how might people across America set things 
up so that their wardrobe treasures reveal themselves and dressing rituals 
become more peaceful? 
 
“Hanging and shelves go a long way in getting things in order,” says Denise 
Butchko, design diva of closets extraordinaire and owner of Butchko and 
Company, a Chicago-based custom storage design firm.  “That’s the entry point.  
But in today’s closet world, it can go way beyond that to include things like 
custom vanities, coffee and wine bars and spaces that look like you’re in a high-
end boutique.” 
 
Since form should follow function in closet designs that are meant to maximize 
storage capacity, Butchko offers the following pointers: 
 
Shoe storage is often priority #1.  And if you’re like most women in America, 
you have many-a-pair to accommodate.  Adjustable shelving (typically 12" 
deep) provides the greatest yield because you can arrange shelves to meet your 
specific needs – more space for boots and high heels, less for ballet flats and flip 
flops.   
 
Angled shelves display shoes beautifully, but require more space. And if they 
are adjustable, (meaning your closet was built as a closet system with 
components and not as millwork) repositioning them is a hassle. Additionally, the 
only “closet item” you can effectively store on angled shelves is, in fact, shoes. 
 
Pullout trays are another option.  Their design often provides for deeper space 
so you can get two rows of shoes in a pullout that looks like a drawer on the 
front. 



 
“Some women request cubbies.  And 99% of the time I talk them out of it 
because as styles change, you often end up only being able to fit one shoe per 
slot”, Butchko says.  “They’re also not multi purpose.  With shelving, if you 
change your mind or sell your home to a shoeless wonder, you can put folded 
items on the shelves,” she adds.   
 
“And since we’re talking about our beloved shoes, please love them enough to let 
them breathe.  While clear plastic boxes make them easy to see, they trap 
moisture and odors. Shoes, particularly leather ones, need air.  Stuart Weitzman 
and Donald Pliner need to breathe.” 
 
 
Long, Medium or Short − As basic as it seems, hanging space should really 
be the number one consideration because it’s the most expensive to build out 
elsewhere.  “There’s a trend now where people don’t want any furniture in the 
bedroom except their bed and maybe a couple of nightstands.  They want 
everything stored in the closet – so they request lots of drawers and their 
hanging gets short-changed.  It’s much easier to buy furniture with drawers than 
it is to buy furniture with hanging space.  You need 24" deep cabinetry to 
accommodate hanging and most pieces don’t have that capacity,” Butchko 
explains.  In addition, hanging is typically the most economical component in a 
closet because it requires the least amount of material and labor to build and 
install. 
 
 
Accessory Organization – This does not have to be limited to velvet and acrylic 
dividers for your jewelry, but can mean sexy sounding inventions like 
telescoping belt racks and valet rails. “Once clients experience the 
convenience of a valet rail, they become addicted and want three, four or five of 
them included in the closet space,” says Butchko. 
 
Valet rails pull out from the vertical panels of your closet and allow you a place to 
pack for a trip, plan an outfit, and hang your dry cleaning. 
 
And speaking of dry cleaning, remove the bags when you get home.  Chemicals 
from the cleaning process get trapped inside the plastic and deteriorate fabrics, 
(which also need to breathe). 
 
Divided Drawers.  With these, blues and blacks don’t get mixed up.  Bras get a 
breather from camisoles and pantyhose can hold their own with underwear. 
 
If you have enough space to get “Carried” away, these additional features really 
increase the joy and efficiency of the dressing ritual:  
 



A place to sit.  This can take the form of a chair or oversized ottoman.  It can 
also be a custom-built storage bench with locking wheels − a closet trifecta 
because you can sit on it, store in it and step on it to access hard-to-reach items.  
Design-wise, the bench should be located near your shoe storage area. This 
should be close to the entrance because you typically put these on last and take 
them off first (or carry them from all over the house back into the closet, so by the 
entry is still the best spot).  
 
A three-way mirror.  This can be built onto the wall or incorporated into the 
design with storage shelves behind the three-mirrored doors.  If space doesn’t 
allow for this level of luxury, a pullout mirror that swivels can be installed inside a 
section so you still get a full-length mirror (to be sure you’re wearing the right 
shoes!) 
 
 
Places for dirty laundry and dry cleaning.  Most dry cleaning ends up tossed 
behind the door. Storage for need-to-be-cleaned items can be pullout baskets or 
it can be custom, oversize drawers.  Baskets can have pullout liners for easy 
carrying to the laundry room.  “One delightful closet I designed had a laundry 
door above the drawers so you just opened the little door and tossed your 
crusties into laundry nirvana on the other side,” says Butchko.  
 
Places to wet your whistle – Coffee nooks and wine bars are showing up 
because sometimes the kitchen is just toooo far away.   
 
Or what if we want to just gather with the girls for show and tell on our latest 
fashion finds and compare whose (closet) is bigger? 
 
 
Denise Butchko designs custom closets for clients throughout the Chicago area.  
Visit www.butchkoandcompany.com for more information. 
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